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Polish football league of the 1939 season
The Polish football (soccer) league of the 1939 season was interrupted because of the aggression of the neighbor countries on Poland. At that time there were still left 4-7 games, different for the participating teams, to be played. The leader of the table of the league at the stopping time (see Table 1 ) was Ruch Chorzow with possession of 18 points from 14 games, preceding Wisla Cracow with possession of 16 points from 12 games and Pogoh Lwow with possession of 16 points from 13 games. In the preceding 1938 season the champion of the league was Ruch (27 pt) preceding Warta Poznan (21 pt).
In this note we attempt to answer the question of the expected final of the league table in the 1939 season and who has the maximum chance for league championship. We take into account the expected position of the team in the league table based on the number of remissing games to the end of the season, the strengths of teams, the home-field advantage and random elements. The statistical data used in the note are from [1] . The mathematical method used in the note is the linear model of mathematical statistics (see [4] ).
Poisson model of the league
Let us consider a model of the football league described in [3] . In this model it is assumed that the result in goals of the game depends upon tree components: the difference of strengths of teams, the home-field advantage, and random events. Strictly speaking, it is assumed that the outcome of Tables 2 and 3 show the expected results of the model for the remaining games of the season and the expected final table of the league. The presented final order of teams is probable, but it is different than the transient league Table in the stopping time. The differences between Warta, Wisla and Pogon are small. Because the result of the game depends upon the random element, the other orders in the Table are also possible but probably differ.
Proof of Theorem 1. From (1) we obtain the expected value E{Dij) -a(m,i -rrij) + bmi. Let us consider the function
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Numerical results
The formula (1) enables the simulation of result of games and construction of the league scores. By drawing of 10 000 Tables it is possible to estimate the probability the league championship for every team exactly up to 1%. In the result Ruch has a 81% chance for championship of the league, Wisla -a 8% chance, and others teams in total a 11 % chance. The championship and vice-championship for the pair Ruch -Warta has a chance of 32%, for the pair Ruch -Wisla -a chance of 23%, for pair Ruch -Pogoha chance of 18%.
In addition we present the result of one numerical experiment. Recall that in [3] , having the results of the Polish league of the 1938 season, using points from table of the league as strengths of teams, we have estimated a, b, c. Using the obtained parameters from Corollary 1 for this season one may calculate the strengths of the teams. It is proved that the new strengths do not differ from the initial point strengths. We omit the details. Notations: pt -points scored, &i -goals scored, i>2 -goals lost, E -the expected values. 
